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Usual edge colorings have been generalized invarious ways; we wilI consider here 
essentially good edge colorings as well as equitable dge colorings. It is known that 
bipartite multigraphs present he property of having an equitable k-coloring for each 
k 3 2. This implies that they also have a good k-coloring for each k 2 2. In this paper, 
we characterize a chss of multigraphs which may be considered as a genera’ization of
bipar?ite multigraphs, inthe sense that for each k 2 2 they have a good k-coloring. A 
more res?rictive class is derived where all multigraphs have an equitable k-coloring for 
each Ft > 2. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper WC will be concerned with two generalizations of edge 
colorings in a muhigraph G = (Xi E). All multigraphs will have no loops, 
Le., the odd cycle53 will have 1engtL at least 3. Furthermore, all notions 
which are not defined here may be found in [ 11. 
A good k-cubn’rzg of the edges of G is a partition of E into subsets 
U,, 4, . ..* L$ such that for each node x of G, the number k(x) of dlif- 
ferent colors appearing on edges adjacent o x satisfies k(x)= min(k, d(x)), 
where d(x) is the degree of node x. his type of coloring was introduced 
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11 has been shown in [4) that for a bipartite multigraph G, we have the 
fdlowing property: for each k 3 2, G has ayd equitable k-coloring. (It fol- 
tows from a p~vio~~ remark that C afss has 2 good k-coloring for each 
quitable ;md good colorings have also been defined for hypergraphs. 
The above pmperty is formulated as follows (see [4]): A unimodular 
hypergraph as an equitable k-coloring for each k > 2. Berge [ 21 has 
defined a ctass of hypergraphs (cahed balanced hypergraphs) which have 
d k-coloring for each Kr > ‘2. A balanced hypergraph H is not uni- 
dutar; however, if H is a mu&graph, then it is bipartite. 
ur purpose here is to define a class I;‘ of multigraphs which have a 
od k-coloring for each k > 2. F will include bipartite multigraphs but 
afl m&igraphs in F will not be bipartite. Another class F’ of multigraphs 
will Ix described where ail multigraphs have an equitable k-coloring for 
ear:h k 3 2. 
2. The main results 
in this section we will: need the follow&- !em.mas which appear in [3] 
an41 [ 4 1, respectively. 
Lemma 2.1. ,4 contlected mult&taph C has u guod bicoloring if and only 
if G is not an elementary odd cycle. 
Lemma 2.2. A connected multi~aph C has an equitab& bicoloring ij’ancl 
onl,, if G is not an odd cycle. 
The form of the= lemmas suggests that we try to describe classes of 
multigraphs characterized by a property related to odd (elementcuy) 
cycles, These classes w? thus include bipartite multigraphs. 
So, the F&sit clasrr F we will consider consists of all multigrapl-1s where 
Q elementary odd cycles have either one common node or an 
even number (poss;bly 0) of common nodes. Then a similar class; F’ may 
be defined with ths: same property holding for any two odd cycles (not 
u%ly eliementary). GPearlV any C in F’ is also in I? 
ce that if G is in F (or ?), any partial subgraph of G is also in F 
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Then C has Q good k-coloring for each k 3 2 (except if k = 2 and G is an 
odd elcmen tary cycle). 
Proof. In cafe G is not an elementary odd cycle, G has a good bicoloring 
from Lemma 2.1. So we may suppose that k > 2. We start from a k- 
coloring (U,, U2, . . . , Uk) and suppose there is a node x0 with k/Q < 
< min(k, d(q,)). Hence there must be 2 colors Q, b with U&K,) 2 2 and 
z+,(xO) = 0. consider the connected eomponent K of G,, = (X, U” u Ub) 
which contcains node x0. 
We have 2 cases to examine. 
Case 1: !f A’ is nc4 an elementary odd cycle (or if K is an elementary 
odd cycle with a notie y # x0 for which I u,(y) _- I+,( y)l = 2), then we 
may get a bicoloring (Ui, UL ) of Gab such that color b appears also at x0. 
Letting Ui = Ui for i # u, b, we have obtained a k-coloring (e/i, Ui, . . . , L$) 
for which k’(x) 2 k(x) hokds for every node. Furthermore k’lx,) > k(xo). 
Case 2: ASSUIW that K is an odd elementary cycle with N&) = Ub(X) 
for each node x # x0. 
(2. I) If G = K, since k > 2 we may color one of the edges adjacent to 
x0 with some color c # a, b. We have thus obtained a good 3-coloring of 
G; it is also a good k-coloring for any k 3 3. 
(2.2) If G # K, there is a node z of K which is adjacent o some edge 
u $ Q U &$,. Suppose td E vf. Again 2 cases are to be considered. 
(2.2.1) If z + x0+ let e = (z, v) be the unique edge of Ub which is adja- 
cent to z. We construct an alternating chain C containing u and e and 
whose edges belong alternskly to UC and Q,. We extend C as far as pos- 
sible in both directions (stopping as soon as we reach a node which has 
already been visited previously by C). We show now that z and y are the 
only nodes of K which belong to C Suppose there is a subchain C’ of C 
starting at node z with edge tl which again meets C at node Z # z (we 
may assume that Z is the first such node), From the construction of C, 
C’ is an elementar:? subchain; furthermore its length (i.e., number of 
edges) is odd. Besides z and z partition C into 2 subchains C1 and Cz (C, 
has an odd length and C;. an even length). Then clearly K and C’ u Cz are 
elementary odd cycles with an odd number 4 (2 3) of common nodes: 
these are the nodes of Cz. This contradicts the hypothesis. 
The same reasoning may be repeated with the other subchain of C 
starting at node y. So the only nodes of which lie on C are y and z. 
Interchanging the edges of Ub n C an n C we obtain a k-coloring 
(U ; I l *** ) with k”(x) 2 k(x) for each node X. 
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But now K’, the connected component of (x, ui U ui), is no longer 
m o&f elementary cycle (otherwise K’ and K would be 2 odd elementary 
cycles (with an odd number q 2 3 of common nodes ard K’ # K). 
Notice that we still have U&Q) 3 2 and u&~) = 0. So we are in 
25e 1. 
(2.2.23 Finahy, if z = x0 (i.e., all nodes of K except _yO have degree 2 
in G), let y be a neighbor of x0 in k*, so cf = (~0, p) E U’. We recolor K 
in such a way that U:(X) = U;(X) = 5, f’or each node x’ of K with x # y and 
&( y) = 2 white U;(Y) = 0 (Ui is the new subset of edges with color i). 
For each node x we have k’(x) 2 k(x) except at node y where 
k’( y) = k(y) - I. For x0 we have in fact k’(xo) > k(q,), So we are now 
in ‘case (2 .2.1) and we may determine an alternating chain C as bt:fore. 
We interchange the colors in C and get a k-coloring (U;: . . . . L$‘). It satis- 
k’(x) for each node x of G.But now the connected compo- 
nent of Gob = LYP U” u U’) which contains y is no longer an odd cle- 
mentary cycle. Hence we will be able to get a new k-coloring (&‘i, . . . , Q) 
with R”(X)> k”(x)foreach nodex and k*(y)> k”(y)> F”(~)=k(y)- ‘J 
ire*, k’(: y) 2 k(y). Also k*(xo) 3 k”(x,) a k’(Q > k(xo). 
Hence, by iterating this recoloring procedure we will finally get a good 
koloring of G. 
Ckroilsry 2.4. Let G be a mult@i~ph with maximum degree h where any 
two odd cyc&s jtilve one cummon mode OF an even number af cumman 
nodes. Then its chromatic index q(G) satisfies q(G) = h (except if C is an 
odd e&men ttiry cycle). 
! As expected, an analogous result may be obtained for equitable co- 
‘bring& 
Theorem 2.5. Let G be u connected multigrapph where any two o fd cycles 
.have one common node or an even number of common nodes. Then C 
bus an equitable k-coloring for each k 2 2 (except if k = 2 and G is an 
odd cycle). 
The proof folfuws roughly the same lines as the proof of Theorem 2.3 
and is very similar to the proof given in [ 51. The following resuit also ap- 
ars in [ 5 1. 
ollary X6. A connected multigraph G, where ali cycles have the same 
n equitable k-coloring for each k > 2 (except if k = 2 and 
3. A genemlization 
We obseryc that in the proof of Theorem 2.3 the only properties of 
C = CX, f?) that we needed were that 
1) in case (2.2.1) there exists an alternating chain C whose only 
common nodes with K are y and 2; 
(2) after recoloring C’, the new connected component K’ is no longer 
an odd cycle. 
This will occur for a more general class of multigraphs G 5= (X, E) 
*which may be characterized by the f4owing property: 
9: in each elementary odd cycle 0 with nodes.+ x2, .,., sP there 
exist two consecutive nodes, say x1, x2, such that in G = (X, E - 0 j IX 
odd elementary chain joins x1 to some Xi (i # I) or .~2 to some -Ti (i 7t 2). 
So, if we are in case ( 2.2.1) we would recolor K if necessary in such 
a vday that the edge (x1, x2) gets color b and we would let t =x1, y =x2. 
The chain C constructed as before would not reach any node Xi (3 < i< p) 
since each subchain C’ of C joining z or y to some xi should have an odd 
length, which is impossible by the hypothesis. 
Furthermore, K’ would not be an elementary odd cycle since all ele- 
mentary chains joining y and z in c are even, ? 
In a similar way we could characterize aclass of connected multigraphs . 
G -= (X, ET) with an equitable k-coloring for each k 2 2. The corresponding 
property would then be: 
p’: in each odd cycle 0 with nodes xi, x2, .,., xP there exist two conse- 
cutive nodes x1, x2 such that in c = (X, E - 0) no odd chain joinsxl to 
some Xi (i # 1) 0r.Q t0 some A’i (i f 2). 
Clearly the classes of multigraphs with property Ijp and P’ are more 
general than the classes F and F’ described in Theorems 2.3 and 2.5. CQJP 
sider, for instance, the multigraph G formed by doubling one edge of an 
elementary odd cycle 0 of length 5. It &as property 13” since any 2 adja- 
cent nodes+ x2 with degree 2 in G are hot joined to any other node of 
C = (X, E - 0). However, in G there are 2 distinct (elementary) odd 
cycles of length 5 with 5 common nodes. 
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